WAYNE L. MORSE
COURTHOUSE, 2006: Inside
and out, the streamlined
design of the federal
courthouse speaks to honor,
tradition, safety and as a place
for people – all within a setting
that looks to the future.
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chapter seven:

WAYNE L. MORSE UNITED STATES COURTHOUSE

AT THE HEART O F J U ST I CE

“A courthouse should allow

“The great and invigorating influences in American life have been the unorthodox: the

transparency for a seemingly

people who challenge an existing institution or way of life, or say and do things that make

obscure process. The building

people think.”

should be transparent. The Eugene
courthouse is designed to allow

— William O. Douglas

the beauty of northwest light to fill

Points of Rebellion, New York: Random House, 1969

the interior and give every citizen
a view to the inside and with it
ownership of the judicial process.”
— Judge Michael Hogan
U.S. District Court for the District of
Oregon, Wayne Lyman Morse United
States Courthouse, U.S. General Services
Administration, December 2006
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E U G ENE , O r e go n

The building site is located along the city’s northeast greenway not far from pedestrian
paths and sprawling bike trails. The building’s sweeping metal and glass façade overlooks
the Willamette River, a commanding presence beside a busy highway viaduct at the edge
of central Eugene. Outside are breathtaking views of the Cascades. Inside its three curving
pavilions, the courtrooms and judges’ chambers link through the two-story atrium to a
complex of offices. The Wayne L. Morse United States Courthouse expresses transparency,
access and civic engagement in its architecture while also being reminiscent of the old
landmarks once found on every town square.
Completed in 2006, the $78 million, 270,000-square foot (25,084-square meters)
building displays five stories above grade with one below grade. The first and second
floors hold offices for the courts and their clerks, the U.S. attorney, probation and
pretrial services, the U.S. Marshals Service, the U.S. General Services Administration
(GSA), two U.S. senators, and one member of the U.S. House of Representatives. The
courthouse also serves as the nucleus of a small district of mixed-use warehouse
renovations, within a half-mile of three high-density residential neighborhoods close to
rail and bus lines.
As part of the Ninth Judicial Circuit’s District of Oregon, the new courthouse and its
predecessor have witnessed some of the nation’s most significant environmental federal
rulings. These rulings include protecting the northern spotted owl by blocking new
timber sales in old growth forests in the Northwest, upholding the right of citizens to
sue under the Clean Water Act, and voiding hundreds of grazing leases that threaten
Southwestern national forests.
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“When U.S. District Judge Michael Hogan first saw designs for
the new federal courthouse in Eugene, OR, he hated them. The
fantastically modern building, with its undulating glass and
stainless-steel façade, simply did not conform to his notion of
what a courthouse should look like. … A disappointed Hogan
immediately challenged the architect on numerous points. To his
surprise, Mayne challenged him right back.”
— Jay W. Schneider
“Courthouse Pushes the Boundaries of Tradition: Wayne L. Morse
U.S. Courthouse,” Building Design and Construction, May 1, 2008

Reconciling security and sustainability posed the biggest

also became the first within GSA Northwest Arctic Region 10 to

design challenge for the project. The GSA sought LEED Silver

achieve LEED certification. And just a year after its opening, the

certification at a minimum to showcase the latest in sustainable

AIA Committee on the Environment declared the courthouse a

architecture, engineering and construction. Security, however,

Top Ten Green Project for 2007.

was the top priority. As a Level IV facility – just one level
below buildings such as the Pentagon and CIA Headquarters

ENV I R O N M ENTA L O B J ECT I VES

– courthouse tenants would include high-risk law enforcement

Although courthouses are traditionally located within a city

and intelligence agencies in addition to the courts and judicial

center, the GSA pursued a completely new direction for the

offices that house highly sensitive government records.

building. City officials wanted to forge a stronger connection
between downtown Eugene and the river, so they offered the

Both goals were achieved and largely exceeded through a

site of an abandoned cannery in a small waterfront warehouse

whole-building, integrated design approach led by Glumac,

district. A four-acre (1.6-hectare) brownfield, the project’s

the Portland office of JE Dunn Construction, DLR Group, and

site was covered with metal-roofed structures and asphalt, all

Morphosis as the design architect. Delivered as the nation’s

contributing to an urban heat-island effect and extensive storm

first new LEED Gold Federal courthouse, the building is 38

water runoff. With annual rainfall averaging fifty-one inches

percent more energy efficient than conventional construction

(129.54 cm), restoring percolation rates to the site became

– highlighted by innovative strategies that include fan-wall

another key goal for the project.

ventilation, underfloor air, radiant-floor heating and cooling, and
advanced building automation. Together with optimum building

The city also felt the new building could help drive redevelopment,

security, daylighting, fresh air, and organic forms throughout

with numerous plans in the works to turn the district into a high-

the courthouse, its carefully-crafted judicial spaces succeed at a

density, mixed-use neighborhood. Existing public rail and bus

healthy, human scale.

lines now connect the courthouse to the larger community, while
the project team worked with the city to create new public-transit
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Named in honor of Wayne L. Morse (1900-1974), a U.S. Senator

stops nearby. Preferred parking is available for employees and

and Dean at the University of Oregon School of Law, the building

tenants using low-emitting and fuel-efficient vehicles.
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D ES I G N O VERV I E W

Thom Mayne’s sketches began with the courtrooms, which range

As conceived by Thom Mayne of Morphosis, the design wraps

in size from 1,800- to 3,000-square feet (170- to 280-square

the five-story courthouse in ribbons of 16-gauge (1.3-millimeter)

meters). His design resulted in curving, organic forms that taper

stainless steel, its upper floors divided into three curving

toward the front, while opening sightlines to focus to the judges’

pavilions with a pair of courtrooms (two district courts, two

benches. Cherry and walnut paneling wrap around the upper

magistrate courts, and two bankruptcy courts) in each pavilion.

portion of the rooms. He also relocated the jury assembly room to

The floors below serve as a plinth for the more distinctive

the second floor, where it now doubles as a multipurpose space for

architecture above, housing administrative and support spaces,

art exhibits and community meetings.

offices for the courts, the U.S. Attorney, probation and pretrial
services, the GSA, and elected officials.

First and foremost, Mayne wanted to make the building’s security
transparent, creating an inviting approach for users and visitors.

Courthouse architecture itself often becomes the subject

Simultaneously, the design still had to meet stringent security

of intense debate. Iconography and the need for a tangible

and site perimeter requirements to protect against bombings as

expression of values and beliefs were very much on the mind

well as ballistic, biological and chemical attacks. Grassy terraces,

of Michael Hogan, then chief judge of the U.S. District Court

planted berms and adjacent amphitheater seating all function as

when a new federal building for Eugene was first considered.

security barriers. Periodic wall openings on the south lead to an

In 1999, Hogan lent his opinion to narrow the list of finalists

internal public plaza at ground level and up a set of massive stairs

for the courthouse design competition; ultimately the GSA, the

to the main entrance on the second floor. Raising the entry level –

building’s owner, selected Mayne and his Santa Monica-based

along with locating courtroom pavilions set back from surrounding

design firm.

streets and the secure underground parking for judges – achieved
additional security factors.

Hogan wanted a traditional design where Mayne focused
on ideas rather than shapes. Creative tensions between the

Through a series of green design charrettes, the project team

judge and the architect over many months turned into a

explored a range of options for combining security, sustainability

unique dialogue and then collaboration on blending classical

and adaptability to respond to future tenant needs. Solutions to

architecture with modern materials and technologies.

pre-design goals quickly emerged during these sessions:

wayne l. morse courthouse
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“The collaborative delivery approach no doubt contributed to
the success of the project — very disciplined, particularly when
dealing with the unusual shapes and forms that Thom Mayne
invented. The only way we could possibly have pulled this off
was to bring in the contractor during the design process. So
the mechanical and electrical contractors could actually work
with the Glumac designers to create a building that was within
budget, technologically advanced and ensured that everybody
was on the right track.”
— Richard Broderick, U.S. General Services Administration

MOMENTOUS DECISION: Home to the
Ninth Judicial Circuit’s District of Oregon,
the 270,000-square foot building was
the nation’s first new LEED Gold Federal
courthouse – designed to be 38 percent
more energy efficient compared to
conventional construction.
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»» To create adaptable tenant space, the team opted for a

the building. It was important to apply technology that

raised access floor and underfloor air, allowing for easy

would increase visual and thermal comfort but also integrate

reconfiguration of cables and office layouts

seamlessly with the architecture. To accomplish these

»» An interior courtyard encourages daylighting

attributes, offices feature underfloor air and extensive use

»» Public gathering areas invite community interaction

of low-e glazing. High ceilings in lobbies, corridors and

»» Underground parking preserves open space and enhances

other public areas are coupled with radiant floor systems. A

view corridors to the surrounding landscape

courtyard allows natural light to infiltrate building interiors.

»» Construction focused on recycled content, particularly

This bioclimatic design effectively connects the courthouse,

steel and aluminum components, along with many

inside and out, to the surrounding landscape and community

materials selected for their regional availability, minimal

without compromising high security needs. The client’s desire

maintenance needs, and low chemical emissions

for a healthy, comfortable indoor environment also influenced
many decisions about building automation, lighting, HVAC

Collaboration as a team was exceptional and continued

design and materials.

throughout the design process. Designers, the owner, tenants,
artisans and contractors spoke daily and participated in weekly

The level of cooperation among MEP team members, too, was

team meetings to review project goals. By utilizing a “construction

exemplary. Early involvement by subcontractors and the general

manager at risk” delivery method, the general contractor was able

contractor led to putting cost controls in place early as well as

to participate in the design phase and provide critical input on the

pre-purchase of major pieces of equipment. Final documents

project’s constructability, schedule and budget.

were then designed around these early selections – a step that
later proved crucial to the project’s success given the limited
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M EP D ES I G N PR O CESS

space allotted for mechanical systems. Over fifteen months

As with Mayne’s use of form to express openness and Judge

of pre-construction meetings, the project team discovered

Hogan’s appeal for blending sustainable with traditional

$665,000 in HVAC savings through value engineering – savings

elements, the MEP systems reflect a conscious effort by

then applied to mechanical upgrades and other enhancements

designers to rethink the use of judicial spaces throughout

for the building.
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architectural integration
Radiant slabs provide heating and cooling in

1

Structural concrete

7

Vertical fresh air plenum

public spaces (corridors, lobby, atrium), along with

2

Rigid insulation

8

Perforated diffuser grille

ventilation air through a baseboard wall grille hidden

3

Radiant slab with embedded PEX Tubing

9

Raised access floor

in a relief detail at the base of the canted wall.

4

Topping (finished flooring) slab

10 Manually adjustable floor diffusers

Underfloor air supplies heating, cooling and fresh

5

Fresh air supply duct

11 Return air plenum in suspended ceiling

air to all other spaces. Radiant slabs rest on a thick

6

Damper

12 Return air duct

layer of insulation to prevent heat loss to structural
concrete, while keeping the system level with adjacent
raised access flooring.

5

11

12

6

7

8

4
3

9

10

2
1
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Extensive use of BIM also aided team coordination and decision
making. All designers used Autodesk Building Systems to
generate three-dimensional sections and isometric views of

1

return duct
2

any equipment. Subcontractor meetings became collaborative
sessions, a place to modify shop drawings in real time and carry
the changes back to work crews for implementation. Through

economizer operation
3

Fresh outside air supply

4

Warm return air mixes with fresh outside air

5

Damper controls flow of mixed air and
fresh air into the supply side of the system

6

Filter bank filters all air as it passes
through the system

this process, designers were able to reduce two of the floors by
about twelve inches (30.48 cm) without compromising overall

Some or all the return air is exhausted
from the system, depending on

MEP systems, creating a virtual, functioning 3-D model to
identify conflicts within tight building spaces before installing

Return air flows into the unit from the

7

Heating and cooling coils are used
to adjust the temperature of the air

ceiling heights. Contractors estimated that 3-D shop drawings

depending on economizer operation

helped to identify 95 percent of potential conflicts, versus a

8

Fan walls

typical 80 percent discovery rate using standard 2-D processes.

9

Conditioned air is pushed out into the
building through supply ducts

Without question, courtroom daylighting is the highlight of this

11 Hot water return

complex and demanding program – a smart design move that

12 Chilled water supply

introduces natural light from adjoining circulation areas while

13 Chilled water return

addressing security requirements. Conventional design practices
surround a courtroom with judges’ chambers and jury rooms to
create isolation for security and make use of the higher ceilings
as required by court proceedings. However, by locating these
rooms to the floors above, this design allowed for placement
of perimeter windows along the courtroom outer walls as well
as feature windows at the judge’s bench, effectively saturating
these spaces in daylight.
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10 Hot water supply
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fan wall air handler system
As a smaller and acoustically superior type of air handler, fan wall
technology offers an efficient alternative to large house centrifugal fans.
Common in many Glumac designs, the small fans spin slower, lowering
vibration and noise production (side effects of traditional large single fan
units) – with the added benefit of redundancy in the event that one fan
within the system malfunctions.

13

9
10

3
7
2

6

5

8
4

12
8
3

11
1
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“In 1961–62 the Forest Service made plans to build a road up the beautiful Minam River in Oregon – one of the few roadless
valleys in the State. It is choice wilderness – delicate in structure, sparse in timber, and filled with game. We who knew the Minam
pleaded against the road. The excuse was cutting timber – a poor excuse because of the thin stand. The real reason was road
building on which the lumber company would make a million dollars. The road would be permanent, bringing automobiles in by
the thousands and making a shambles of the Minam.
“We spoke to Senator Wayne Morse about the problem…Morse pounded the table and demanded a public hearing. One was reluctantly
given. Dozens of people appeared on the designated day in La Grande, Oregon, not a blessed one speaking in favor of the plan. Public
opposition was so great that the plan was suffocated.”
— William O. Douglas, Points of Rebellion, New York: Random House, 1969

I n doo r Ai r

South Coast Air Quality Management District rules as well as

A low-velocity underfloor air distribution (UFAD) system

guidelines created by the Green Seal and Green Label programs.

supports a majority of spaces in the courthouse, including its six

A green cleaning program, specifying use of only nontoxic

courtrooms. The UFAD provides more efficient air conditioning

cleaning products, further reduces indoor air pollutants.

and better air quality while using less fan power than a
conventional overhead ductwork system.

Wat e r & Wa s t e

Project design focused on minimizing potable water use within
MEP team members also collaborated on new “fan wall”

the courthouse through waterless urinals, low-flow toilets,

technology within the courthouse. An improved, smaller and

sinks and showerheads, and fixture sensors in the public

acoustically superior type of air handler, the fan wall unit (11

lavatories. Landscaping around the building is filled with native

multiple supply and multiple return VAV fan arrays) offers

and drought-tolerant plants, while rain-shutoff sensors and

an alternative to large house centrifugal fans to increase fan

moisture meters further reduce demand for irrigation. The

efficiency and reduce horsepower by decreasing redundancy.

landscape plan also minimized application of insect and disease-

Glumac also created a supplemental displacement ventilation

controlling chemicals to limit groundwater contamination. These

scheme to provide air and a portion of the cooling capacity for

comprehensive low water use strategies combined, reduce the

public spaces. These “air walls” deliver low level, low velocity

project’s total water demand by more than 40 percent versus a

air down through wall cavities to hidden grilles near floor level.

comparable, conventional facility.

Together with the radiant floor technology, this system reduced
ductwork and energy costs while allowing for high-design

H e a t i n g & Cooli n g

architectural finishes.

Glumac’s MEP design features a creative mix of heating and
cooling strategies. The UFAD system provides occupants
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To ensure a healthy indoor air environment, the project team

with temperature control in individual work spaces. A central

selected low- and no-VOC interior materials, interior paints,

plant utilizes a heat-recovery chiller to reject heat from server

shade screening and adhesives. Most of the courthouse flooring

room loads into the heating water system. Condensing boilers

is finished concrete to limit off-gassing and the need for waxing

maximize this system’s efficiency while keeping water loop

and other maintenance. GSA also opted for products that meet

temperatures low to ensure the heat-rejection chiller works

THE ECOLOGICAL ENGINEER: GLUMAC

efficiently. The building’s high albedo roof further reduces the

Collaborating with GSA and the utility, Glumac’s energy

heat island effect.

modeling determined that daylighting in the building would save
an estimated 160,000 kilowatt-hours per year. EWEB provided

Radiant technology represents another key design element. A

energy incentives to offset 75 percent of the system’s initial

radiant floor system supplies heat to lobbies and public spaces

cost, with GSA picking up the remainder. GSA also qualified for

in conjunction with displacement ventilation – particularly

the State’s Business Energy Tax Credit (BETC) program. This

important given the building’s high ceilings – while offsetting

collaboration resulted, after the rebate, in a minimal net cost for

large radiation loads from the extensive glazing. The system

the daylighting system.

consists of PEX tubing encased within a 9-inch (22.86 cm)
concrete floor slab, with heated or chilled water from the central

Si t e

boiler and chiller plants circulating through the floor slab. The

The site’s landscaping plan connects the courthouse with open

radiant floor handles 100 percent of the heating load in winter

space to the east and the Willamette River and a park to the

and provides partial cooling in summer.

north. Native plants continue to thrive in Eugene’s cool, wet
climate, requiring minimal irrigation and no pesticides, while

L ig h t i n g & D a ylig h t i n g

incense cedar, quaking aspen and European beech populate

Expansive use of perimeter glazing across the courthouse

the area between the courthouse and a bordering street. These

presented enormous potential for energy savings and an

plantings also provide natural windbreaks against prevailing

opportunity to reduce dependence on artificial lighting. Although

winds from the west, sound dampening and exhaust mitigation

budget constraints initially kept daylighting out of the design,

from adjacent traffic, and sun shading.

the team continued to search for ways to incorporate it during
construction. Incentives from the local electric utility, Eugene

Additional low-impact development strategies on site include

Water and Electric Board (EWEB), and tax breaks from the

a limited parking area (plus below-grade parking with space

State of Oregon provided the solution. EWEB also contributed

for eighty cars) and the avoidance of contiguous, impermeable

funding for the design and integration of controls in the

surfaces to reduce storm water runoff. Since its installation in

courthouse: automatic-dimming electronic fluorescent lamp

2006, the landscaping has restored approximately 37 percent of

ballasts connected to both daylight and occupancy sensors.

the site’s soils to natural, pre-development percolation rates.
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INTEGRATING HVAC AND DAYLIGHT
A FINE BALANCE: Cross-section shows the courthouse lobby and circulation spaces – featuring daylight and radiant
heating and cooling – a design which highlights the building’s raw interior materials and keeps all public areas open.

1

Entry lobby, atrium and circulation space with radiant slab heating and cooling

2

Office space with underfloor air distribution system and daylighting controls

3

Atrium skylights

4

Underground parking uses the HVAC system’s exhaust to temper the space

5

Underground parking garage door doubles as HVAC relief grille

3

1

2

2

5
4
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3
1
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AIR CIRCULATION
1

Fresh air intake shaft

10 Independent mechanical system for perimeter circulation space

2

Fresh air plenum/mechanical room

11 Return air

3

Fan wall air handlers

12 Office space with underfloor air distribution system

4

Exhaust discharge into underground parking

13 Return air plenum in suspended ceiling

5

Underground parking uses the HVAC systems exhaust to temper the space

6

Underground parking garage door doubles as HVAC exhaust grille

7

Supply air

8

Underfloor air distribution system

9

Independent mechanical system for courtroom pods and judges’ chambers

J udg e s’ C h a mb e r s

I n t e r io r Cou r t ya r d

Cou r t r oom

13
12

7
8
6
Garage
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5

4
3

4

AND FRESH AIR FOR ALL: An integrated design process and extensive
use of Building Information Modeling (BIM) tools, allowed members
of the design team to arrive at collaborative mechanical solutions and
rethink the use of judicial spaces throughout the courthouse.

1

11
J udg e s ’ C h a mb e r s

3

9

Cou r t r oom

ju r y d e lib e r a t io n
r oom

O ffi c e S p a c e

11

7

11
3 10

M e c h a n i c a l Room

2
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THE RULING: Unprecedented for
courthouse design, courtroom
daylighting introduces natural
light from adjoining circulation
areas while addressing security
requirements.
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E n e r gy

and an 11-year simple payback. By applying for more than

Through use of energy modeling software (eQuest version 3.54),

$300,000 in utility incentives, based on exceeding stringent

Glumac’s designers generated vital information on first costs,

state codes, the client reduced this payback figure to four years.

lifecycle costs, energy and equipment upgrade costs, as well as
various design and equipment options. As built, the courthouse

Commi s s io n i n g

has yielded energy use reductions of approximately 39 percent

Glumac led commissioning efforts throughout the design and

over a comparable baseline model, ASHRAE Standard 90.1. To

construction phases. Tasks included oversight and verification of

achieve this efficiency, the building incorporates an impressive

the commissioning plan, review of the contractor’s submissions,

array of green strategies. Large exterior windows and high

production of a commissioning manual for ongoing operations,

ceilings increase daylighting for energy efficiency; the high-

and submittals of contracts for ongoing reviews during the first

performance glazing also prevents heat loss and unwanted solar

year of occupation.

heat gain. Exterior sunscreens on the lower two floors manage
solar cooling loads, while shading structures shelter southern

Again, Glumac and GSA worked together in developing a

windows from unwanted solar heat gain.

procedure for testing air tightness to ensure the integrity of the
raised-access floor plenums. The initial test on a 4,000-square

Also important to the design scheme, all indoor air is purged

foot (370-square meter) mock-up area indicated an excess of

from the building at night and replaced with ambient air, thereby

70 percent leakage. Utilizing smoke machines, the leaks were

reducing cooling loads. A displacement air delivery system

located and repaired. Project goals overall established a target of

enabled a smaller mechanical system overall. To further improve

less than 10 percent leakage for all floor plenums.

energy savings, designers specified high-efficiency, variablespeed motors – sized for aggregate load averages rather than
peak loads.
Finally, the project team recommended spending an additional
$470,000 to upgrade various mechanical system features – a
decision that would result in $42,000 in energy savings yearly
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